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Event processing involves the continuous evaluation of queries over streams of events. Response-time optimization is traditionally done over a fixed set of nodes using a variety of techniques. The emergence of cloud computing makes it easy to acquire and release computing nodes as required. Leveraging this facility, we propose an architecture that meets a specified response-time target against fluctuating event arrival rates by dynamically and adaptively drawing an adequate amount of computing resources from a cloud platform. In this paper we explore how to achieve dynamism and adaptation, by regarding the entire processing engine of a distinct query as the atomic unit for optimization and reconfiguration.
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Abstract:
Event processing involves the continuous evaluation of queries over streams of events. Response-time optimization is traditionally done over a fixed set of nodes using a variety of techniques. The emergence of cloud computing makes it easy to acquire and release computing nodes as required. Leveraging this facility, we propose an architecture that meets a specified response-time target against fluctuating event arrival rates by dynamically and adaptively drawing an adequate amount of computing resources from a cloud platform. In this paper we explore how to achieve dynamism and adaptation, by regarding the entire processing engine of a distinct query as the atomic unit for optimization and reconfiguration.

Introduction:

Event processing is characterized by the continuous processing of streamed data tuples or events in order to evaluate, in a timely manner, the queries deployed by decision support systems. Event sources can, for example, be pervasive sensors; while their number of sources is normally fixed in an application, the rates at which they generate events can vary widely and often unpredictably, driven purely by the external processes they monitor. Similarly, the number of queries that need to be evaluated over the streams can also vary over time. Thus, an event processing system with real-time performance requirements must meet targeted response times despite being subjected to these two types of varying loads.

A query evaluation can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph wherein nodes are operators and the links are event streams that are either raw or partially processed by the preceding operators. Early commercial systems, such as Aurora [5], used single server solutions and proposed a variety of techniques, such as multi-query optimization, for response-time optimization. Later, distributed solutions [1] handled the optimization problem as a load-balancing issue over a fixed set of nodes: moving query operators to nodes where their resource requirements are best met and thereby achieving the best overall response time. Such solutions however have two drawbacks: they require the placement of low-level probes to measure operator execution rates, queue lengths, extent of disk-writes, etc., making their implementation hard and certainly not portable across heterogeneous machines; at times, the load has to be ‘shed’ to meet response time targets [4]. In this paper, we propose a responsive, event-processing architecture that avoids both these drawbacks; it leverages the advantages offered by, and is best suited for implementation in, cloud computing platforms.

System Description:

The system processes several event streams, each emanating from a distinct source. These streams are denoted as \( s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s \), and \( \Sigma = \{ s_1, s_2, \ldots, s \} \). The system evaluates \( q \) queries, \( Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_q \). The state machine that implements the directed acyclic graph (DAG) for \( Q \) is called the event processing network, EPN. Evaluating \( Q_i \) involves processing one or more event streams and the set of all streams input to EPNi is denoted as \( S_i \). Note that there is no implication that two EPNs have distinct \( S \), e.g., \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) may overlap. Also, an input stream to EPNi can be an output stream from another EPNj if so, \( S_i \cap \Sigma = \{ \} \). An EPN is also associated with a performance target \( T \). It is said to be distinct if any one of its three attributes is unique: DAG, S or T. We consider all EPNs to be distinct.

The system itself is made up of \( n \) hosts or nodes drawn from a cloud computing platform. A high bandwidth network interconnects these nodes. The number of hosts used, \( n \), is increased (or decreased) when the load increases (or decreases) to an extent that the current configuration over these \( n \) nodes is deemed inadequate (or more than strictly necessary) to meet the performance targets. A configuration is a mapping from the set of EPNs onto the set of hosts. Figure 1 shows a configuration where, EPN1, EPN2 and EPN3 are mapped to (e.g., hosted by) node 1, and the rest of the EPNs are mapped to a distinct node. The system has a configuration scheduler, CS for short, which decides the configuration appropriate to the load conditions and
performance targets associated with the EPNs. For brevity, we assume that CS is centralized, hosted on a single node. The workings of CS are discussed later.

The Architecture:

The front end of our system has a messaging oriented middleware (MOM), to which all the computing nodes in the cloud that might be included into the system are asynchronously connected. Event sources publish their data streams to MOM. When CS announces the EPN to host mapping, each host node subscribes to relevant input streams and transmits its relevant output streams, if any, to nodes of EPNs which use them as inputs. In Figure 1, nodes 4 and 5 will supply their relevant outputs to node 2; all other output streams will be transmitted to an archival warehouse.

![Figure 1: The Event Processing Architecture](image)

Central to our architecture is the configuration scheduler CS, and an outline of its design is sketched below, with complete details left to the full paper. In a nutshell, each EPN takes macro-level measurements of its own performance and reports periodically to CS which constructs a global view and attempts to re-map EPNs to host nodes, if response times of some EPNs are either above or far below their target levels; in the former case, new nodes may have to be brought in and in the latter some of the existing nodes may be released. Note that re-mapping EPNs requires support mechanisms and extracts a cost, both of which are not considered here.

Configuration Scheduler and Response-time Optimization:

CS design requires an off-line standardization of EPN response times, the principles of which are described below. For brevity, let us assume that (i) the performance of two EPNs hosted on identical platforms is determined by their DAGs and stream input arrival rates and, (ii) the response time of a given EPN increases *linearly* with its input arrival rates when all other conditions remain the same. We choose one of the EPNs to be used as the ‘standard’ EPN, and we fix a meaningful arrival rate as the standard rate SR.

Denote the response time of the ‘standard’ EPN when all its input streams are arriving at SR as R. Let $R_i$ be the response time of the $EPN_i$ when it is running on the same platform in identical conditions including all its input streams arriving at SR. The computational *load factor* $\lambda_i$ for $EPN_i$ is defined as $R_i/R$. A large $\lambda_i$, for example, indicate that $EPN_i$ operates on a relatively more number of streams and/or its operators take a relatively longer time to execute. Note that $\lambda_i$ is solely dependent on the DAG and $S_i$ of EPN, and hence it fixed over the lifetime of EPN
Each EPN_i monitors its response time RT_i and the arrival rates of each of its input streams; the maximum RT_i and the maximum arrival rate (AR_i) of its input streams observed over the reporting interval are sent to CS; the latter metric is expressed as the arrival rate factor \( p_i = AR_i/SR \). CS marks EPN_i for eviction from its current node if RT_i > T_i (where T_i is the response-time target for EPN_i) and computes the standard free-time due to eviction of EPN_i as (RT_i) \( \lambda_i \rho_i \); otherwise, it marks EPN_i to be retained in its current node and computes the standard free-time due to EPN_i: (RT_i - T_i) \( \lambda_i \rho_i \). A node can additionally host EPN_i if T_i > (total standard free-time of that node)/ \( \lambda_i \rho_i \); otherwise, it cannot.

Using the above-mentioned (albeit oversimplified) principles, EPNs are re-mapped, possibly taking in new nodes or releasing existing nodes at the end of the re-mapping process. Of course, we can have a situation wherein EPN_i is not meeting its target T_i even though its host node is hosting no other EPN. It can occur, for example, if \( p_i \) is very large. On these occasions, we resort to Intra-EPN parallelism as depicted in Figure 2: EPN_i is hosted on multiple nodes (two nodes in Figure 2) and each input stream in S_i is temporally split and distinct (and temporally disjoint) splits are input to distinct hosts. For example, an input stream S_i can be split as: (t to t+100) tuples as \( s^1_i \), (t+101 to t+200) tuples as \( s^2_i \), (t+201 to t+300) tuples as \( s^3_i \), and so on. The splits \( s^1_i \), \( s^3_i \), \( s^2_i \), ... are sent to EPN_i (in that order) and the rest to EPN_i^2, halving the arrival at each destination. The results from EPN_i^2 and EPN_i^3 are to be ‘reduced’ to the final version.

Our approach of Inter-EPN parallelism corresponds to the well-known MapReduce paradigm. In the context of VLDBs, it is known as intra-operator (or partitioned) parallelism[2]. The existing solutions for intra-operator parallelism use multi-query optimization by scheduling the incoming workload in a fixed number of nodes. Operators are shared by several queries based on a dynamic data scheme to maximize resource utilization.

Figure 2: Intra-EPN parallelism

Conclusions:
We have outlined an architecture and the design principles for deploying an event processing systems on Cloud platforms in a scalable and responsive manner. Currently, we are developing the full system which is designed to process event streams generated by more than 600 devices in the ambient kitchen [3] originating from 12 different kitchens in multiple locations for the purpose of activity recognition.
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